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About This Game

Infernales: Circles of Hell - sequel to the original game, in which you will return to Hell and again destroy the armies of Satan.
Infernales: Circles of Hell - this hardcore, oldschool, fleshy, thoughtless and furious shooter, in which you can release steam,

and mow down the leaden bullets of the hellish scum, no more thinking about anything.
Infernales: Circles of Hell are several types of weapons, and hundreds, hundreds of monsters, this is endless shooting and

bloodshed.
Infernales: Circles of Hell are flames, steam, lava, 718 Celsius and hardcore. This is some new Hell locations, new tests, new

music and trash ...

Just shoot ....
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"Just shoot..." says the game.

I made a video with this which, yes, the colour is not correct to that in the game but the video still shows you the game for it's
true face and has many relevant major flaws in it like no hitboxes for someone's head and not knowing what you're doing, meant
to do and go or why. Just know what sort of "game" you are getting into before you buy.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qIICOMyfHsI

From the horrible UI to the level design and bad enemy AI every inch of this game is a mess to the point i'd consider it a scam.
It's amazing to see what steam allows to be sold on it nowadays. There's not even animations for you swapping guns or the
option to change the volume so headphones users: beware of earrape.

For 5$ it isn't worth it and the game size is 3.2GB for this mess. It's nothing like doom so don't be fooled. If you are interested
in this game I recommend just getting doom instead. Why is this tagged for "gore" if it doesn't even have blood?. "Just shoot..."
says the game.

I made a video with this which, yes, the colour is not correct to that in the game but the video still shows you the game for it's
true face and has many relevant major flaws in it like no hitboxes for someone's head and not knowing what you're doing, meant
to do and go or why. Just know what sort of "game" you are getting into before you buy.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qIICOMyfHsI

From the horrible UI to the level design and bad enemy AI every inch of this game is a mess to the point i'd consider it a scam.
It's amazing to see what steam allows to be sold on it nowadays. There's not even animations for you swapping guns or the
option to change the volume so headphones users: beware of earrape.

For 5$ it isn't worth it and the game size is 3.2GB for this mess. It's nothing like doom so don't be fooled. If you are interested
in this game I recommend just getting doom instead. Why is this tagged for "gore" if it doesn't even have blood?. i loved the art
and concept idea of this game - fps in a real hell enviroment - tho game is totally incomplete, like a homework of some game
developer so youll find tons of errors glitches and almost imposible gameplay. Be prepared for some awful gaming expirience,
but if you there for a 50 cents tour why not. i loved the art and concept idea of this game - fps in a real hell enviroment - tho
game is totally incomplete, like a homework of some game developer so youll find tons of errors glitches and almost imposible
gameplay. Be prepared for some awful gaming expirience, but if you there for a 50 cents tour why not
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